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Covers COM interoperability in detail, and broadens the focus to examine a range of issues that
must be handled in order for VB6 and COM code to run on .NET. Aimed at experienced Visual
Basic developers who need to make COM and VB6 code interoperate with the new .NET
platform. Softcover.

From the PublisherThis book is aimed at experienced Visual Basic developers who need to
make COM and VB6 code interoperate with the new .NET platform.
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mark horner, “A Great Technical Bridge. Its only a couple of months after the retail release of
Visual Studio .Net and we are still coming to terms with the new reality - and it will take months
and not weeks to feel cool about it! Once you start to feel comfortable with VB.Net the language
- I am still a bit shell-shocked - then you have to start thinking about migration and legacy. This is
when all the smiles drop! From a time and cost perspective we know that this is where we have
to get it right.What is great about this book is that its written by highly skilled and seasoned
fellow programmers - these guys know their stuff - they know the issues - they know the reality,
and they focus just on interop! Make no mistake interop is not a cake-walk and we need a
technical bridge. The discussion on API calls, COM & Marshalling and DCOM-Remoting-Web
Services were terrific.”

Mr. Lance Parkington, “Excellent Legacy Developer Text Book. Excellent Book for Visual Basic
professional developers supporting legacy software.”

The book by Onur Dundar has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 3 people have provided feedback.
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